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Adelie

An abridged account about an Antarctic avian, affirmed awkward at ambulation, apt, avid and adroit at aquatic aviation. Avocet, Albatross, Anhinga, all awestruck at Adelie’s amazing aptitude.

Abscond anchovies, asudden an Adelie armada, all abreast and aqua aboil, accelerates across an abyss and appetites are abated.

Anon, again alighted across Antarctic acres, amorous Adelies acquire ardent admirers, affirm affection and attempt adding another.

Again and again amid annual adventures, animated Adelies achieve avian acumen.

A short account of the life of a penguin confirmed to be a bit awkward when walking but marvelous at flying through the water. Other birds, like the Avocet, the Albatross, and the Anhinga are amazed at the Adelie’s ability when they are in the sea.

Flee for your life, anchovies, for all at once an army of Adelie penguins, in unison, turn the water to a boil and fly across the open water to satiate their appetites.

A little while later, back on land in their Antarctic home, Adelie penguins, minds set on love and reproduction, find mates and attempt raising a family; the start of a new generation.

Repeated year after year, these adventures of the Adelie rise to the level of greatness.

Adelie

An abridged account about an Antarctic avian,
Affirmed awkward at ambulation,
Apt, avid and adroit at aquatic aviation.
Avocet, Albatross, Anhinga, all awestruck at Adelie’s amazing aptitude.

Abscond anchovies,
Asudden an Adelie armada, all abreast and aqua aboil,
Accelerates across an abyss and appetites are abated.

Anon, again alighted across Antarctic acres,
Amorous Adelies acquire ardent admirers,
Affirm affection and attempt adding another.

Again and again amid annual adventures,
Animated Adelies achieve avian acumen.
Blue Bird

Bluebird, bluebird, beautiful ballyhooed blue bird, blithe burdalone, brighten bumwhushed byways behounded by bright-eyed bellybone behavior.

Bluebird, Bluebird, gorgeous, flamboyantly and noisily talked about Bluebird, lighthearted lonely bird, repair broken and rundown places made better by your cheerfully pleasant character.

Blue Bird

Bluebird, bluebird, beautiful ballyhooed bluebird,
Blithe burdalone,
Brighten bumwhushed byways behounded by bright-eyed bellybone behavior.

Deer


Morning comes.
Spotted deer dance with delight across fields of daisies.
Bending down these giddy dancing deer drink the morning moisture.
Bucks and does consume with delight.
Morning fades, the flowers dry up.

Deer

Day-spring dawns.
Dappled deer dance delightfully down daisy demesnes.
Drooping dansey-headed deer draw dew-drink.
Dudes and dames do delightedly dine.
Dawn dwindles, daisy dishes dwizzen.